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A SLURRY DRYING PLANT, A METHOD FOR DRYING SLURRY AND USE OF A SLURRY DRYING PLANT

Disclosed is a slurry drying plant (1) comprising a slurry inlet (2) for feeding slurry to the slurry drying plant (1) and two or more meshing screw conveyors (3, 4) arranged to at least partly divide the slurry while conveying the slurry in a transport direction from the slurry inlet (2) to a slurry outlet (5). The slurry drying plant (1) further includes slurry heating means (6) comprising means for passing superheated steam substantially at atmospheric pressure past the slurry and the two or more meshing screw conveyors (3, 4), while they are conveying the slurry.

Furthermore, a method for drying slurry and use of a slurry drying plant (1) is disclosed.
The invention relates to a slurry drying plant comprising a slurry inlet for feeding slurry to the slurry drying plant. The invention further relates to a method for drying slurry and use of a slurry drying plant.

Background of the invention

Organic slurry such as slurry from sewage treatment, farming, aquaculture, biochemical production, food production or other is problematic in that it is difficult and expensive to handle, store and dispose, it can contain drug residues, virus or other and it can emit bad smells or environmentally damaging gasses such as amonium.

A solution would be to dry the slurry to reduce or even substantially removed the water content of the slurry to reduce or even completely eliminate the above-mentioned problems.

Thus, from the US patent application US 2014/0190792 A1 a dryer for drying sludge by means of two screw conveyers formed by a number of blades is known. Superheated steam is guided through the hollow shafts of the conveyers and dry hot air is circulated around the conveyers. But such a dryer design is expensive to manufacture and run.

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide for a cost-efficient technique for drying slurry.

The invention

The invention provides for slurry drying plant comprising a slurry inlet for feeding slurry to the slurry drying plant and two or more meshing screw conveyers arranged to at least partly divide the slurry while conveying the slurry in a transport direction from the slurry inlet to a slurry outlet. The slurry drying plant further includes slurry heating means comprising means for passing superheated steam substantially at atmospheric pressure past the slurry and the two or more meshing screw conveyers, while they are conveying the slurry.

Forming each of the helical screw blades as a single continuous blade is advantageous in that it enables a more uniform and centralised transportation and slurry division.

Forming each of the helical screw blades as a single continuous blade is advantageous in that it ensures a simpler and more inexpensive screw conveyor design.

Forming each of the helical screw blades with substantially constant uniform pitch is advantageous in that it ensures a simpler and more inexpensive screw conveyor design.

Forming the screw conveyers with helical screw blade running in opposite direction is advantageous in that it enables a more uniform and centralised transportation and slurry division.

Furthermore, providing the slurry drying plant with heating means arranged to pass superheated steam (at atmospheric pressure) past the slurry and the conveyers during the conveying process is advantageous in that hereby a very efficient and fast heating process can be achieved. And by letting the superheated steam be in direct contact with the slurry efficient drying is ensured and when subsequently condensing the steam, the surplus heat can be reused in the slurry drying plant or e.g. fed to a central heating system.

Furthermore, in this context the term "slurry heating means" should be understood as any kind of heater, oven, furnace, boiler, heat exchanger, heat blower or other or any combination thereof or any other kind of slurry heater suitable for heating slurry by passing superheated steam substantially at atmospheric pressure past the slurry and the two or more meshing screw conveyers.

In an aspect of the invention, the two or more meshing screw conveyers comprise a first screw conveyor including a first screw conveyer helical blade running in a first direction around a first screw conveyer rotational axis, wherein the first screw conveyor is meshing with a second screw conveyer including a second screw conveyer helical screw blade running in a second direction around a second screw conveyer rotational axis and wherein the first direction is opposite the second direction.

Forming the screw conveyers with helical screw blade running in opposite direction is advantageous in that it enables a more uniform and centralised transportation and slurry division.

In an aspect of the invention, the first screw conveyer helical blade and the second screw conveyer helical screw blade are substantially continuous in the active length of said two or more meshing screw conveyors.

In an aspect of the invention, the first screw conveyer helical blade and the second screw conveyer helical screw blade have substantially constant pitch in the active length of said two or more meshing screw conveyors.

In an aspect of the invention, the first screw conveyer helical blade and the second screw conveyer helical screw blade have substantially constant pitch in the active length of said two or more meshing screw conveyors.

In an aspect of the invention, the first screw conveyer is arranged to rotate in the opposite direction of the second screw conveyer.
Hereby is achieved an advantageous embodiment of the invention.

In an aspect of the invention, slurry heating means comprises flow means arranged to let the superheated steam flow past the slurry and the two or more meshing screw conveyors substantially in the opposite direction of the transport direction.

Letting the steam flow in the opposite direction of the slurry is advantageous in that the driest and hottest steam thereby will contact the slurry just before it reaches the slurry outlet - thus ensuring a more efficient drying process.

And it is advantageous to conduct this combustion process or pyrolysis process in a subsequent substantially separate thermal processing device in that the flue gas or other generated gasses can be easier and more efficiently handled when being separate from the superheated steam.

It should be noted that in this context the term "pyrolysis process" or "pyrolysed" also covers torrefaction which is a mild form of pyrolysis at temperatures typically between 200 and 320 °C depending on the specific slurry.

In an aspect of the invention, the slurry drying plant further comprises heat transferring means for transferring heat generated in or by the subsequent thermal processing device to the superheated steam.

A subsequent combustion process or pyrolysis process will generate much heat (when burning the flammable gasses generated in the pyrolysis process). And since producing the superheated steam requires much heat it is advantageous to transfer the generated heat and thereby reduce or avoid consumption of external power to generate the superheated steam.

It should be emphasised that the term "heat transferring means" is to be understood as any kind of heat exchanger, piping, blower or other or any combination thereof or any other kind of steam flow generator suitable for generating a steam flow past the slurry and the two or more meshing screw conveyors in the slurry drying plant.

In an aspect of the invention, the flow means comprises a steam inlet for the superheated steam arranged at the slurry outlet and a steam outlet for the superheated steam arranged at the slurry inlet.

Hereby is achieved an advantageous embodiment of the invention.

In an aspect of the invention, the slurry heating means comprises steam heating means for heating the superheated steam to an entrance temperature of between 110°C and 400°C, preferably between 130°C and 300°C and most preferred between 150°C and 250°C.

If the entrance temperature - i.e. the temperature of the steam when it enters the area around the screw conveyers and first come in contact with the slurry - of the superheated steam is too high a torrefaction or pyrolysis process will commence, thus generating highly flammable gasses, poisonous gasses or other dangerous or damaging by-products which are not easy to handle when mixed the superheated steam. However, if the entrance temperature is too low the drying process will be inefficient and the capacity of the slurry drying plant is reduced. Thus, the present temperature ranges present an advantageous relationship between safety and efficiency.

It should be emphasised that the term "steam heating means" is to be understood as any kind of piping, fan, blower, duct or similar or any combination thereof or any other kind of steam flow generator suitable for generating a steam flow past the slurry and the two or more meshing screw conveyors during the transportation and at the screw conveyers during the conveying process and the dividing process so that the superheated steam is in direct contact with the two or more meshing screw conveyors during the conveying process and the dividing process so that the superheated steam is in direct contact with at least a part of the slurry and at least parts of the two or more meshing screw conveyors.

The invention further provides for a method for drying slurry. The method comprises the steps of:

- conveying the slurry from a slurry inlet to a slurry outlet by means of two or more meshing screw conveyors,
- divide at least a part of the slurry by means of the two or more meshing screw conveyors during the conveying process,
- drying the slurry by guiding superheated steam substantially at atmospheric pressure past the slurry and the two or more meshing screw conveyors during the conveying process and the dividing process so that the superheated steam is in direct contact with at least a part of the slurry and at least parts of the two or more meshing screw conveyors.

Dividing the slurry and tumbling it around by the screw conveyors during the transportation and at the same time passing superheated steam past the slurry
and the meshing screw conveyors is advantageous in that this combination ensures a fast and efficient drying process.

In an aspect of the invention, the method further comprises the step of leading slurries from the slurry outlet 2 arranged at one end of the chamber 17 and a slurry inlet 5 arranged at the opposite end of the chamber 17.

The slurry drying plant 1 further comprises slurry heating means 6 arranged to pass superheated steam past slurry and the two meshing screw conveyors 3, 4 while they are conveying the slurry. In this embodiment the slurry heating means 6 is arranged to circulate steam through a steam inlet 12, along through the screw conveyer chamber 17, out through a steam outlet 13, through a cyclone device 18, through flow means 11, through steam heating means 14 and out through the steam inlet 12 again. I.e. in this embodiment at least most of the steam is circulating but in another embodiment only little of the steam or even none of the steam would be circulating.

In an aspect of the invention, the method is performed by means of a slurry drying plant according to any of the previously discussed slurry drying plants.

Hereby is achieved an advantageous embodiment of the invention.

The invention also provides for use of a slurry drying plant according to any of the previously discussed slurry drying plants.

Hereby is achieved an advantageous embodiment of the invention.

If the solid matter content in the slurry is too low the slurry is difficult to handle in the screw conveyers and it is therefore advantageous to ensure that the solid matter content of the slurry is above a certain level to ensure that the viscosity of the slurry is sufficiently high.

Figures

The invention will be described in the following with reference to the figures in which

fig. 1. illustrates an embodiment of a slurry drying plant, as seen from the side,

fig. 2 illustrates two meshing screw conveyers with helical blades running in opposite direction, as seen from the top, and

fig. 3 illustrates two meshing screw conveyers with helical blades running in the same direction, as seen from the top.

Detailed description

Fig. 1 illustrates an embodiment of a slurry drying plant 1, as seen from the side.

In this embodiment the invention slurry drying plant 1 comprises two meshing screw conveyors 3, 4 arranged in a screw conveyer chamber 17 as will be discussed in more details in relation with figs. 2 and 3. The screw conveyer chamber 17 further comprises a slurry inlet 2 arranged at one end of the chamber 17 and a slurry outlet 5 arranged at the opposite end of the chamber 17.

The slurry drying plant 1 further comprises slurry heating means 6 arranged to pass superheated steam past slurry and the two meshing screw conveyors 3, 4 while they are conveying the slurry. In this embodiment the slurry heating means 6 is arranged to circulate steam through a steam inlet 12, along through the screw conveyer chamber 17, out through a steam outlet 13, through a cyclone device 18, through flow means 11, through steam heating means 14 and out through the steam inlet 12 again. I.e. in this embodiment at least most of the steam is circulating but in another embodiment only little of the steam or even none of the steam would be circulating.

In this embodiment the flow means 11 is arranged to direct the superheated steam flow through the screw conveyer chamber 17 in the opposite direction of the transport direction of the slurry - i.e. from the steam inlet 12 to the steam outlet 13. But in another embodiment the steam could be arranged to flow in the opposite direction, it could be arranged to flow transversal to the transport direction or the screw conveyer chamber 17 could also or instead comprise more than one steam inlet 12 and/or more than one steam outlet 13.

Besides the steam inlet 12 and the steam outlet 13 the flow means 11 does in this embodiment comprise an electrically powered blower but in another embodiment the steam flow could also or instead be generated by a fan, a pump, convection or other.

In this embodiment the steam is also guided through a cyclone device 18 arranged to catch impurities in the steam flow. However, in another embodiment the slurry drying plant 1 would not comprise a cyclone device 18 or the slurry drying plant 1 would also or instead comprise a filter, a sieve or another device for cleaning the steam flow.

In this embodiment the steam heating means 14 is formed by a heat exchanger providing heat to the steam from a succeeding thermal processing device 15 but in another embodiment the steam heating means 14 could also or instead comprise an electric heating device, a combustion heating device, a heat exchanger arranged to exchange heat with an external heat source or other.

In this embodiment the slurry is entering the slurry drying plant 1 directly through the slurry inlet 2. However, in another embodiment the slurry drying plant 1 could further comprise a dewatering device (not shown) arranged to reduce the water content in the slurry before it enters the slurry inlet 2 e.g. to ensure that the solid matter content in the slurry is sufficiently high, to ensure that the viscosity of the slurry is sufficiently high, to ensure a more efficient drying process or other.

As the slurry constantly will generate more steam during the drying process through evaporation, surplus steam is constantly generated. The surplus steam could be lead out of the system by means of a pressure control valve, a safety valve or some other dis-
charge arrangement but in this embodiment the slurry drying plant 1 further comprises a condensing device 19 through which the surplus steam is guided. In the condensing device 19 the surplus steam is condensed at a temperature of around 100°C so that the generated heat can be used for facility heating, it can be used in other heat consuming processes, it can be supplied to an external district heating system or other. In a preferred embodiment the condensing device 19 would comprise several condensing steps to avoid clogging the condensing device 19 with impurities in the steam.

[0057] The condensed water is in this embodiment lead to a water reservoir 20.

[0058] The dried slurry leaving the slurry outlet 5 could now be stored, distributed on a field or other but in this embodiment the slurry drying plant 1 further comprises a thermal processing device 15 which in this embodiment is arranged in direct succession of the screw conveyer chamber 17 so that the slurry is already hot when entering the thermal processing device 15. However, in another embodiment the thermal processing device 15 could be arranged distant from the screw conveyer chamber 17 or the thermal processing device 15 and the screw conveyer chamber 17 could be arranged integrally.

[0059] In this embodiment the slurry entering the thermal processing device 15 first passes through an airlift 21 ensuring that flue gasses and other does not escape back to the screw conveyer chamber 17.

[0060] In the thermal processing device 15 the dried slurry is in this embodiment put through a pyrolysis process, in that the slurry is transported through a screw conveyer arrangement 22 similar to the arrangement described in figs. 2 and 3. However, in another embodiment the dried slurry could also or instead be transported through the thermal processing device 15 by means of a single screw conveyer, a fire resistant conveyer belt, gravity or other.

[0061] Pyrolysis is a thermochemical decomposition of the organic material in the slurry at elevated temperatures in the absence of oxygen (or any halogen) thereby charring the organic material. How much the temperatures have to be elevated is depending on the specific slurry but in this case the pyrolysis process takes place at around 350°C.

[0062] In this embodiment the slurry is heated by means of hot flue gas being lead through a mantle 23 enclosing the thermal processing device 15. However, in another embodiment the slurry could also or instead be heated by means of an electric heating device, a combustion heating device, a heat exchanger or other.

[0063] The pyrolysis process in the thermal processing device 15 generates highly combustible pyrolysis gasses which are lead to a combustion chamber 24 in which the gas is combusted during the supply of air through an air inlet 25, and the hot flue gas is lead through the mantle 23 to supply the heat needed to run the pyrolysis process.

[0064] In this embodiment slurry drying plant 1 comprises heat transferring means 16 for transferring the still very hot gas that has passed through the mantle 23 to the steam heating means 14 in which the heat is used for generating superheated steam. In this embodiment the steam heating means 14 and the heat transferring means 16 are the same heat exchanger but in another embodiment these processes could at least partly take place separately. Also, in another embodiment the heat of the gas leaving the mantle 23 could be used for another purpose.

[0065] After having passed through the steam heating means 14 the gas will in this embodiment be lead through a flue gas heat exchanger 26 by means of which the remaining heat in the flue gas is extracted.

[0066] The pyrolysis process in the thermal processing device 15 also generates a pyrolysed bio-coke material 27 which is now biologically inactive, odourless and easy to store. And at the same time the weight of the bio-coke material 27 is now reduced to around a tenth of the weight of the slurry entering the slurry drying plant 1.

[0067] In this embodiment the bio-coke material 27 is lead to a collection tank 28 from which it can be used as a fertilizer, as a soil improver, for carbon sequestration or other.

[0068] In another embodiment the thermal processing device 15 could also or instead be arranged to combust at least parts of the dried slurry so that the heat generated in this combustion process could be lead to the steam heating means 14 in which the heat is used for generating superheated steam.

[0069] Fig. 2 illustrates two screw conveyers 3, 4 with helical blades 7, 8 running in opposite direction, as seen from the top.

[0070] In this embodiment the slurry drying plant 1 comprises two meshing screw conveyers 3, 4 arranged to divide some of the slurry while conveying it in a transport direction from the slurry inlet 2 to the slurry outlet 5. However, in another embodiment the slurry drying plant 1 could comprise more meshing screw conveyers 3, 4 either meshing in pairs, quartets or other, arranged in layers, arranged side-by-side and/or other.

[0071] In this embodiment the screw conveyers 3, 4 are each provided with drive means 29 in the form of electrical motors. However, in another embodiment more screw conveyers 3, 4 could be driven by the same drive means 29 and/or the drive means could be of another type.

[0072] In this embodiment the first screw conveyer helical blade 7 of the the first screw conveyer 3 is running in a first direction around the first screw conveyer rotational axis 9 and the second screw conveyer helical screw blade 8 of the second screw conveyer 4 is running in a second direction around the second screw conveyer rotational axis 10, wherein the first direction is opposite the second direction. Thus, in this embodiment the first screw conveyer 3 is arranged to rotate in the opposite direction of the second screw conveyer 4 to generate the correct transporting motion of the screw conveyers 3, 4.

[0073] Fig. 3 illustrates two screw conveyers 3, 4 with
helical blades 7, 8 running in the same direction, as seen from the top.

In this embodiment the two screw conveyors 3, 4 are substantially identical. Thus, to make the meshing screw conveyors 3, 4 generate the correct transporting motion and at the same time ensure that the slurry is guided in between the two screw conveyors 3, 4 to be divided in the process, the first screw conveyor 3 is in this embodiment arranged to rotate in the same direction as the second screw conveyor 4.

In the embodiments disclosed in figs. 2 and 3 the first screw conveyor helical blade 7 and the second screw conveyor helical blade 8 are both formed as substantially continuous segments with constant and uniform pitch and diameter in the active length of the two or more meshing screw conveyors 3, 4 i.e. in this case in the full length of the helical screw blades 7, 8. However, in another embodiment one or more of the helical screw blades 7, 8 could be formed at least partly with variable pitch, tapering outer diameter, ribbon segments or other or any combination thereof.

The invention has been exemplified above with reference to specific examples of slurry drying plant 1, screw conveyors 3, 4, slurry heating means 6 and other. However, it should be understood that the invention is not limited to the particular examples described above but may be designed and altered in a multitude of varieties within the scope of the invention as specified in the claims.

List

1. Slurry drying plant
2. Slurry inlet
3. First screw conveyor
4. Second screw conveyor
5. Slurry outlet
6. Slurry heating means
7. First screw conveyor helical blade
8. Second screw conveyor helical screw blade
9. First screw conveyor rotational axis
10. Second screw conveyor rotational axis
11. Flow means
12. Steam inlet
13. Steam outlet
14. Steam heating means
15. Thermal processing device
16. Heat transferring means
17. Screw conveyor chamber
18. Cyclone device
19. Condensing device
20. Water reservoir
21. Airlock
22. Screw conveyor arrangement
23. Mantle
24. Combustion chamber
25. Air inlet
26. Flue gas heat exchanger
27. Bio-coke material
28. Collection tank
29. Drive means

Claims

1. A slurry drying plant (1) comprising a slurry inlet (2) for feeding slurry to said slurry drying plant (1), two or more meshing screw conveyors (3, 4) arranged to at least partly divide said slurry while conveying said slurry in a transport direction from said slurry inlet (2) to a slurry outlet (5), and slurry heating means (6) comprising means for passing superheated steam substantially at atmospheric pressure past said slurry and said two or more meshing screw conveyors (3, 4) while they are conveying said slurry.

2. A slurry drying plant (1) according to claim 1, wherein said two or more meshing screw conveyors (3, 4) comprise a first screw conveyor (3) including a first screw conveyer helical blade (7) running in a first direction around a first screw conveyor rotational axis (9), wherein said first screw conveyor (3) is meshing with a second screw conveyor (4) including a second screw conveyor helical screw blade (8) running in a second direction around a second screw conveyor rotational axis (10) and wherein said first direction is opposite said second direction.

3. A slurry drying plant (1) according to claim 2, wherein said first screw conveyor (3) is arranged to rotate in the opposite direction of said second screw conveyor (4).

4. A slurry drying plant (1) according to any of the preceding claims, wherein slurry heating means (6) comprises flow means (11) arranged to let said superheated steam flow past said slurry and said two or more meshing screw conveyors (3, 4) substantially in the opposite direction of said transport direction.

5. A slurry drying plant (1) according to claim 4, wherein said flow means (11) comprises a steam inlet (12) for said superheated steam arranged at said slurry outlet (5) and a steam outlet (13) for said superheated steam arranged at said slurry inlet (2).

6. A slurry drying plant (1) according to any of the preceding claims, wherein said slurry heating means (6) comprises steam heating means (14) for heating said superheated steam to an entrance temperature
of between 110°C and 400°C, preferably between 130°C and 300°C and most preferred between 150°C and 250°C.

7. A slurry drying plant (1) according to any of the preceding claims, wherein said slurry drying plant (1) further comprises a subsequent thermal processing device (15) in which slurry leaving said slurry outlet (5) is burned or pyrolysed.

8. A slurry drying plant (1) according to claim 7, wherein said slurry drying plant (1) further comprises heat transferring means (16) for transferring heat generated in or by said subsequent thermal processing device (15) to said superheated steam.

9. A slurry drying plant (1) according to any of the preceding claims, wherein said first screw conveyor rotational axis (9) and said second screw conveyor rotational axis (10) are substantially parallel.

10. A method for drying slurry, said method comprising the steps of:

   • conveying said slurry from a slurry inlet (2) to a slurry outlet (5) by means of two or more meshing screw conveyors (3, 4),
   • divide at least a part of said slurry by means of said two or more meshing screw conveyors (3, 4) during said conveying process,
   • drying said slurry by guiding superheated steam substantially at atmospheric pressure past said slurry and said two or more meshing screw conveyors (3, 4) during said conveying process and said dividing process so that said superheated steam is in direct contact with at least a part of said slurry and at least parts of said two or more meshing screw conveyors (3, 4).

11. A method according to claim 10, wherein said method further comprises the step of leading slurry from said slurry outlet (5) to a subsequent thermal processing device (15) in which said slurry will be burned or pyrolysed.

12. A method according to claim 11, wherein said method further comprises the step of transferring heat generated in or by said subsequent thermal processing device (15) to said superheated steam.

13. A method according to any of claims 10-12, wherein said method is performed by means of a slurry drying plant (1) according to any of claims 1-9.

14. Use of a slurry drying plant (1) according to any of claims 1-9 for drying slurry having a solid matter content above 2%, preferably above 5% and most preferred above 10%.
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